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Exchange of deeply trapped and interstitial hydrogen in silicon
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Using ab initio density-functional calculations, we examine possible exchange mechanisms between an
interstitial hydrogen atom and a deeply bound H at a silicon-hydrogen bond. We determine a low-energy
pathway for exchange, which involves an intermediate, metastable[SiH2 complex with both hydrogen atoms
strongly bound to the silicon atom. The energy barrier for the exchange process isEex,0.2 eV, consistent
with observations of hydrogen-deuterium exchange ina-Si:H(D) films. @S0163-1829~99!04507-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen plays an important role in many technolo
cally relevant processes in silicon.1 Introduction of hydrogen
can result in passivation of shallow acceptor and do
states, as well as of electrically active deep levels.1–4 The
latter are often found at silicon surfaces, grain boundar
interfaces, and in amorphous silicon (a-Si), and are usually
associated with the presence of silicon dangling bonds.
formation of Si-H bonds, via hydrogen passivation of ele
trically active silicon defects, is crucial for device fabric
tion. However, hydrogen is also involved in thecreationof
electronic defects. Hydrogen-induced extended defects~re-
ferred to as ‘‘platelets’’! have been observed inc-Si,5 and
hydrogen is commonly accepted to play a role in the lig
induced degradation~the Staebler-Wronski effect! in hydro-
genated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H).6,7 Determining the re-
lationships of hydrogen to electronic defects requires
fundamental understanding of H-H interactions and of
mechanisms for H diffusion.

Let us briefly review what is known regarding the atom
istic mechanisms for H diffusion in silicon-based materia
Ab initio calculations have been performed for hydrogen
terstitials in bulk crystalline silicon (c-Si).4,8,9 The results
indicate that for neutral- and positive-charge states the low
energy position for hydrogen is at the bond-center site~BC!,
whereas in the negative charge state the lowest energy s
at the tetrahedral interstitial site. Neutral hydrogen at the
site is ;1.1 eV lower in energy than a neutral H atom
free space.4 The barrier for H interstitial diffusion is low,
between 0.2 and 0.5 eV.8–10 Hydrogen interacts strongly
with other impurities as well as with defects in the cryst
The strongest of these interactions is with silicon dangl
bonds, where Si-H bonds are formed with bond strengths
to 3.6 eV,4,11,12 similar to those in silane. Silicon danglin
bonds thus form deep traps for hydrogen. Ina-Si:H hydro-
gen diffusion is understood to occur by the dissociation
Si-H bonds, producing interstitial hydrogen; the latter d
fuses rapidly along interstitial sites until trapped at a d
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~8!/5493~5!/$15.00
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gling bond or other defect site. The measured activation
ergy for hydrogen diffusion ina-Si:H is about 1.5 eV.13

Hydrogen exchange between deeply trapped and mo
states plays an important role in the diffusion process.14 If
such exchange takes place by first dissociating a Si-H b
and subsequently placing another H at the dangling bond
activation energy would be high. Although hydrogen e
change has not, to our knowledge, been studied experim
tally in crystalline silicon, exchange is known to proce
very efficiently in amorphous silicon.15–17Similarly, efficient
exchange has been observed at the Si/SiO2 interface.18

The goal of the present paper is to study atomistic mec
nisms for a neutral interstitial hydrogen to exchange with
deeply trapped hydrogen. We specifically focus on hydrog
trapped at an isolated Si-H bond in bulk crystalline silico
Our main result is that H-H exchange can proceed with
energy barrier of less than 0.2 eV. The first part in the p
cess consists of an interstitial H atom approaching the S
bond, resulting in a hydrogen in a bond-center site nex
the Si-H bond. The H-H exchange then proceeds via an
termediate, metastable state, in whichboth H atoms are
equally bonded to the Si atom, a configuration, which
label [SiH2 . In this configuration the two atoms can eas
rotate; the H atom that was originally deeply bound can th
jump to a BC position and diffuse away, completing t
exchange.

After we present our results, we will discuss whether o
model of the Si-H bond is sufficiently generic to describe t
general features of hydrogen-hydrogen exchange, and a
cable to other situations where hydrogen passivates deep
fects. The H-H exchange mechanism examined here for b
c-Si should also be representative of hydrogen exchang
a-Si:H, grain boundaries, surfaces and at interfaces suc
the Si/SiO2 interface.

II. METHODOLOGY

Our ab initio self-consistent total-energy calculations a
based on density-functional theory in the local dens
5493 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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5494 PRB 59TUTTLE, VAN de WALLE, AND ADAMS
approximation,19,20 using norm-conserving pseudo
potentials.21 The pseudopotential core radii are 1.2 Å for
and 0.2 Å for H. Integrations over the first Brillouin zon
are replaced by summations using a 23232 sampling
which reduces to 2–4 high-symmetryk-points in the irreduc-
ible wedge.22 We use a plane-wave basis set with an ene
cutoff of 20 Ry. Tests at 24 Ry show that total energy d
ferences changed by less than 0.05 eV. Similar impleme
tions of density-functional theory have been widely used
investigate hydrogen interactions with Si.4,8,12,23

We employ a supercell geometry, based on a 32-a
supercell. To create an isolated Si-H, we follow the pro
dure outlined in Ref. 24. We first remove one Si atom, c
ating a vacancy and focusing on one of its dangling bon
Then the Si atoms corresponding to the other three dang
bonds are removed, creating nine new dangling bonds; a
the latter are passivated by hydrogen atoms. These H a
are more than 3 Å away from the H atom on the Si-H bon
under study. The geometry of this isolated Si-H bond in
small void is illustrated in Fig. 2 of Ref. 24. Two shells o
silicon atoms are allowed to relax around the central S
bond. Test calculations showed that relaxing more sh
does not measurably affect the relative total energies.
silicon atoms are relaxed until each component of the ato
forces is less than 0.1 eV/Å . To avoid spurious relaxatio
all calculations were carried out at the theoretical lattice c
stant ~5.38 Å!. Zero-point energies are not included in th
values reported. Since these energies are similar for all
hydrogen configurations discussed here,4 we do not expect
our conclusions to be affected. Overall, we estimate the
certainty on our calculated energy barrier to be60.1 eV.4,8

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows a schematic of hydrogen passivating
dangling bond. Note that Fig. 1 includes neither all the ato
of the supercell nor all the atoms relaxed in our simulatio
We use the following notation: hydrogen at a bond-cen
site is labeled H-BC; for the isolated dangling bond we u
DB, and if it is passivated by hydrogen we use H-DB
Si-H, interchangeably; for hydrogen in a BC site next to
DB site, we use~H-BC,H-DB!; finally, if H-BC is far from a
DB site we use~H-BC!1~H-DB!.

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of a dangling bond at atom S
passivated by a H atom~H-DB!. The small-open circle represents
hydrogen atom; the large-filled circles represent silicon atoms.

solid lines represent bonds in the plane of the page@the (11̄0)
plane#; the double lines indicate bonds to the Si3 and Si4 ato
which lie in front of, respectively behind, the plane of the page
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Figure 2~a! is a schematic of the fully relaxed~H-BC,H-
DB! complex which is the starting point for the exchang
The Si1 and Si2 atoms relax by 0.39 and 0.50 Å , respec-
tively, primarily along the Si1-Si2 bond direction. The rela
ation of Si2 is 10–20 % larger than for an isolated bon
centered H inc-Si,8,12presumably due to the greater freedo
enjoyed by atom Si2, which is lacking a Si-Si bond. Som
what surprisingly this greater freedom does not translate
a lowering of the energy of the~H-BC,H-DB! complex with
respect to~H-BC!1~H-DB!. As shown in Table I,~H-BC,H-
DB! is actually 0.15 eV higher in energy, i.e., it is less stab
than~H-BC!1~H-DB!. We find that the Si-H bond length in
the ~H-BC,H-DB! complex is 2.0% larger than an isolate
Si-H. This result indicates that the Si-H bond is weakened
the neighboring H-BC, explaining why the~H-BC,H-DB!

e

s,

FIG. 2. Hydrogen-hydrogen exchange takes place via a th
step process.~a! The bond-centered H atom moves by the pa
labeled I towards the dangling-bond region, resulting in a me
stable[SiH2 complex. The dotted circles represent the initial p
sition of the silicon atom. The solid circles show the position of t
Si atoms in the~H-BC,H-DB! complex.~b! In the [SiH2 complex
the two H atoms can ‘‘rotate’’ around the@111# direction, as sche-
matically illustrated by path II. To complete the exchange, the or
nally deeply bound H atom moves to a new BC position, alon
path that is the equivalent of path I. The energetics for the excha
are reported in Fig. 3.

TABLE I. Energies of various configurations involving two H
atoms. The reference state is~H-BC!1~H-DB! ~i.e., one H at a BC
site plus one H at an isolated DB site!. Abbreviations are explained
in the text.

Site Energy~eV!

~H-BC!1~H-DB! 0.00
~H-BC,H-DB! 10.15
[SiH2 10.14
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complex is higher in energy than~H-BC!1~H-DB!. Still, this
modest increase in energy~0.15 eV! does not constitute
much of a barrier for an interstitial H atom to approach t
Si-H bond.

Taking the ~H-BC,H-DB! configuration as our starting
point we now investigate the mechanism by which the H-
may exchange with the H-DB. This process involves a c
certed motion of the two H atoms, along with relaxations
all the Si atoms. A full exploration of the multidimension
adiabatic energy surface would be computationally proh
tive. In our search for a low-energy exchange path we h
therefore fixed the position of one hydrogen atom, allow
the other H as well as the Si neighbors to relax. Onc
low-energy path was discovered, several calculations, w
both H atoms fixed, were performed to verify the initial r
sults. The energy barrier identified in this fashion should
an upper limit to the true barrier.

Preliminary explorations of the energy surface allowed
to focus on the path depicted in Fig. 2. First, we move the
atom from BC towards H-DB, fixing this H at a number
positions along a path labeled ‘‘Path I’’ in Fig. 2~a!; the
corresponding energies are shown in Fig. 3. Path I lead
an intermediate[SiH2 configuration, as shown in Fig. 2~b!.
For this configuration, an additional atomic relaxation w
performed in which both H atoms were allowed to relax; t
established that[SiH2 is actually a metastable configuratio
~i.e., a local minimum in the energy surface!. Figure 3 shows
that the energy barrier along path I is;0.06 eV.

The energy of the[SiH2 complex is 0.01 eV lower than
the~H-BC,H-DB! complex, as reported in Table I and Fig.
The Si-H bond lengths of the complex are 4% longer th
the isolated Si-H bond length, consistent with weaker bo
ing. The Si-Si bonds are also lengthened particularly the S
Si2 bond length. An investigation of the electronic structu
reveals that along path I the highest occupied eigenlevel
scends from near the conduction-band edge to near mid-
at which point the eigenstate is localized on the central~Si2!
silicon and both hydrogens.

We find that the H atoms in the[SiH2 complex can
‘‘rotate’’ with relative ease around the@111# direction of the
original Si-H bond. The H atoms ‘‘rotate’’ out of the (110̄)
plane as sketched in Fig. 2~b!. As a first guess, we simply

FIG. 3. Calculated energies for H-H exchange, proceeding
the mechanism illustrated in Fig. 2. The energetics for paths I
III are the same by symmetry. Solid circles represent our calc
tions; open circles are results determined by symmetry. Note
the ~H-BC,H-DB! configuration is 0.15 eV higher in energy tha
~H-BC!1~H-DB!, with H-BC far away from H-DB.
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moved the H atoms along straight lines to a symmetrica
equivalent position with the[SiH2 lying in the(011̄) plane
instead of the (11̄0) plane. The H atoms were moved at 0
Å intervals, and the Si atoms were allowed to relax at ea
step. The barrier at the midpoint of this path was found to
0.11 eV. Near the saddle point for the reorientation the for
on the H atoms should be near zero; however, at the m
point of step II, the forces on the H atoms are 0.5 eV/Å a
nearly perpendicular to the respective path vectors sugg
ing that the simple linear path is not the minimum-ener
pathway. The energy barrier of 0.11 eV thus represents
upper limit. A more realistic estimate of the barrier for ‘‘ro
tation’’ of the [SiH2 complex was obtained as follows: fo
the midpoint of path II, after the silicon atoms were ful
relaxed, we also allowed one H to relax. The ensuing ato
relaxation~by ;0.1 Å ) provided a further energy gain o
0.07 eV. From these calculations we estimate the energy
rier for the reorientation of the[SiH2 complex to be smaller
than 0.04 eV~see Fig. 3!.

To complete the exchange, the original H-DB moves in
a BC site along a path which, by symmetry, is the reverse
path I, with the same energy barrier~see Fig. 3!. In order to
consider the full exchange process, the energies in Fig
need to be combined with other relevant energies. The e
gies in Fig. 3 are referenced to~H-BC,H-DB!, which is 0.15
eV higher in energy than~H-BC!1~H-DB!, in which the H
atoms are widely separated. The activation energy of
exchange process is therefore dominated by the energy
of 0.15 eV needed to place the interstitial~transport-level!
hydrogen in a~H-BC,H-DB! state. However, one shoul
keep in mind that an interstitial H must migrate between B
sites in order to reach the~H-BC,H-DB! site. Since the mi-
gration barrier for interstitial H is between 0.2 and 0
eV,8–10 no additional energy barriers are presented for
interstitial H to reach the~H-BC,H-DB! site. The local bar-
riers of 0.06 eV to actually exchange the two hydroge
depicted in Fig. 3, are smaller than the barrier for intersti
migration and therefore easily overcome at temperatures
which interstitial migration can occur.

In the course of our investigations we explored a num
of possible paths and exchange mechanisms other than
one reported in Fig. 2. For instance, we examined the po
bility that as the H-BC moved towards the dangling bo
region, the H-DB would simultaneously move to one of t
two neighboring BC sites. We found that such a proc
would encounter energy barriers over 0.8 eV. We conclu
that having at least one H to passivate the dangling bon
any time is essential to a low-energy exchange. Only mec
nisms that consistently maintain at least one H passiva
the dangling bond will be competitive with those reported
Figs. 2 and 3. In addition, we found large energy barriers
a hydrogen to move from the[SiH2 complex into an open
interstitial site. These results suggest that for neutral hyd
gen the path described in Fig. 2 is the most likely path
hydrogen exchange.

IV. APPLICATION TO HYDROGENATED AMORPHOUS
SILICON

Our calculations were for ac-Si based model of an iso
lated Si-H bond. We now discuss to what extent our res
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5496 PRB 59TUTTLE, VAN de WALLE, AND ADAMS
are applicable to other environments, in particular to am
phous silicon. We have examined several atomistica-Si:H
models, which have been reported in the literature in orde
compare their Si-H bonding environments to the one e
ployed here.~See Ref. 11 for a review of variousa-Si:H
models.! The local environment of our present model, i
cluding the open void above the Si-H bond, is similar to t
environment of deeply trapped, isolated Si-H bonds in
a-Si:H models. Recentab initio total energy calculations
also indicate that for isolated Si-H bonds, the Si-H bo
strengths ina-Si:H are similar to those in ourc-Si model.12

In addition, the interactions governing the energetics of
exchange process seem to be fairly localized in nature~as
illustrated by the insensitivity to relaxations beyond seco
nearest neighbors!; we therefore suggest our results wou
apply to an amorphous environment as well.

Detailed experimental information about the exchan
process in amorphous silicon was obtained in hydrog
deuterium tracer diffusion experiments ina-Si:H(D).15,16 A
solution of the tracer diffusion equations16 was fit to the ex-
perimental profiles of Ref. 15. Consistency with all availab
data was obtained only when deep trap levels, in additio
shallow traps and a transport level, were taken into acco
in addition, it was found necessary that~1! there is signifi-
cant exchange between the transport level and the de
trapped hydrogen and~2! the energy barriers for H-H~D!
exchange are much smaller than the barriers for long-ra
diffusion. The latter criterion can be written asEex
!1.5 eV, whereEex is the energy barrier for exchange an
1.5 eV is the activation energy for long-range diffusio
Kemp and Branz16 proposed that H-D~or H-H! exchange
occurs via an intermediate state with two H atoms bonde
a Si atom, i.e., where the Si atom is overcoordinated. T
also noted that the energy of this intermediate state has t
nearly degenerate with the energy of an isolated Si-H plu
transport-level hydrogen. The properties of the[SiH2
emerging from our calculations are entirely consistent w
the mediatory complex suggested by Kemp and Branz.16 We
find an energy difference of 0.14 eV between[SiH2 and
~H-BC!1~H-DB!. The consistency of our present resu
with the experimentally based constraints for hydrogen
change suggests that we have captured important featur
the exchange mechanisms for H ina-Si:H.

Disorder in thea-Si network may affect some details o
the exchange mechanisms. Static and dynamical simulat
in realistic models ofa-Si:H would indeed be useful to tes
the mechanisms proposed here. We also note that our c
lations apply toneutral interstitial H exchanging with a
deeply bound H. Interstitial hydrogen can occur in differe
charge states.4,8 In the positive charge state H still prefers th
BC site, and we expect only minor modifications to the e
change path described above. In the negative charge sta
prefers to sit in open interstitial positions, and the excha
mechanism~if present! may be quite different.

V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Finally, we discuss some generalizations and con
quences of the present study. First, we note that the H
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exchange mechanism presented here may be active no
in bulk c-Si or a-Si, but also at surfaces, grain boundaries,
interfaces such as the Si/SiO2 interface—although at surface
or in large voids the presence of free H~not bound to the
lattice! may complicate the picture.

In this study, we have examined the[SiH2 complex,
which involves a five-fold coordinated silicon atom. Overc
ordination defects are known to be present in bulk silicon
amorphoussilicon, these have been suggested to be
dominant intrinsic defect.12,25The present complex differs in
some respects from over-coordinated defects found in b
silicon. In the[SiH2 complex, the underlying silicon defec
is a three-fold coordinated atom. The over-coordinated s
con complex only occurs upon introducing two hydrog
atoms into the dangling-bond region. A similarity betwe
the five-fold coordination defect studied in the context
a-Si and the[SiH2 complex is that both result in a dee
level, which is rather localized on several atoms.12,26,25

One might expect that the[SiH2 complex will be a pre-
cursor for H2 thermal desorption in bulk silicon, at interface
or at surfaces, e.g., the hydrogenated Si~111! surface. A full
determination of the desorption barrier is beyond the sc
of the present study. However, preliminary investigatio
suggest the barrier is greater than 1.0 eV.27

We also propose that the locally stable[SiH2 complex
may play a role in defect formation. Since the complex
electrically active, light or free carriers could enhance t
dissociation of the complex which may lead to formation
a dangling bond and an H2 molecule. This H2 molecule can
then diffuse away leaving behind a dangling bond, i.e.,
electrically active defect. Such processes may occur
silicon-based solar cells and transistors where hydroge
used to passivate deep centers.

In summary, we have usedab initio density-functional
calculations to determine a low-energy exchange mechan
between interstitial and deeply bound hydrogen. We find t
the activation energy for the exchange is dominated by
energy it takes to place the interstitial H near the Si-H bo
~0.15 eV!; additional barriers for exchange are very low. T
microscopic mechanism involves an intermediate[SiH2
complex. The exchange mechanism discussed here shou
relevant not only for hydrogen~and deuterium! exchange in
a-Si:H but also at grain boundaries, surfaces, and interfa
such as the Si/SiO2 interface.
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